GAIA
She's the origin of
everything: from the
most organic and
sinuous shape to the
purest of geometries.
Nature is an eternal
mother, whose imprint
shows on ancient rocks
and on renascent ﬂora.
She is a powerful force
put to the limit, in
permanent balance:
sometimes exhausted,
always exuberant.
Forever GAIA.

Ester Ferrando gets the
inspiration for this
collection from the
textures that nature
draws, from the shapes it
creates and what remains
on earth, sealed on stone,
as a testimonial,
over time. A time that no
longer seems inﬁnite.
Basalt formations, fossils,
soil strata and arid
landscapes translate,
using the ﬁnest materials
-pure cotton and merino
wool above all- into
incredible textures and
evoking forms, with a
palette that mixes whites
and greys with
sophisticated pinks,
lavenders purples and a
bright touch of chartreuse
yellow and cerulean blue.

BEYOND TRENDS
These creations go beyond the established trends, they adapt to
more than a single season and embrace every silhouette.
Collection by collection, Ester Ferrando’s proposals transform
knitwear into an artistic expression.
Volumes, colours and shapes -for men, women or both- naturally
traverse seasons and upgrade personality in style.

EVERYDAY LUXURY
Ester Ferrando designs are not mere garments, but true art
pieces. Wearing one of them reveals audacity, consciousness and
criteria: it is not about exhibiting status, it is a matter of
self-expression through a really unique design.
Cotton -the most versatile and noble yarn-, merino wool,
cashmere, alpaca and high-quality viscose are the basis of these
creations, which accurately redeﬁne the concept of exclusivity.

DESIGN + KNITWEAR
Knitwear is Ester Ferrando’s specialty and it is, naturally, the
prevailing material for the brand. Her proposals are formed by
total looks that ﬂow around who’s wearing them. Knitwear is so
versatile that can be worn from winter to summer: when
conceived by Ester Ferrando’s mind, it earns added value and
represents a new dimension.

SIGNATURE + PROXIMITY
Ester Ferrando’s designs are fruit of a multicultural inspiration
and reﬂect her own personality and concerns: they are locally
manufactured but are made for the entire world. Every garment is
produced in Catalan ateliers, that are well-known for their
specialization in knitwear. Ester Ferrando creates every single
design from zero, starting from a blank paper and a simple
thread.

“Using knitwear,
I am weaving my own dreams
and translating my inspirations into designs:
turning everyday garments
into something unique”.

Passionate, curious, creative... From a very young age, Ester Ferrando
investigated both crochet and knitting techniques. In fact, when she
ﬁnished her training at the School of Arts and Techniques of Barcelona
EATM-ESDi, she specialized in knitwear and graduated with honors at
the Winchester School of Arts (United Kingdom).
After her ﬁrst professional experiences at Pineapple Studios (London)
and Studio Orta (Paris), Ester Ferrando came back to Barcelona and
opened her atelier, where she worked for designers such as Josep Font,
Pedro Morago or Georgina Vendrell and fashion brands such as
Cortana. From that moment on, Ester Ferrando has been connected to
the academic sphere as a teacher, precisely, of her specialty, technical
design and knitwear. Since 2012, she leads her own label, ESTER
FERRANDO KNITWEAR, a project that weaves and expresses her
creativity.
Signature designs, local production and maximum quality are the basis
of each of her creations, a true everyday luxury for those who wear them,
beyond trends, seasons and sometimes even genders.
ESTER FERRANDO KNITWEAR took part in 2018’s 080 Barcelona
Fashion week. On the catwalk, the brand showcased “Labyrinth” on
January 2018 and “Sunset in Paradise” on June 2018. On March 2019
“Timeless” was launched at Paris Tranoï Trade Show. “Pedra” collection
was launched on September 2019. And now it is the moment for “Gaia”.
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